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If these walls could talk . . .
"EVERY HOUSE HAS A STORY"

HISTORY CENTER
LAKE FOREST - LAKE BLUFF
If these walls could talk, they’d tell you how thrilling it was to see members return to the museum after a six-month closure. They’d tell you about Map Stories and Milestone Travels, two History Center-curated exhibits that opened to enthusiastic crowds. And, you’d hear the buzz about our local museum being shortlisted for the International Museums + Heritage Awards.

Throughout the year, our team worked hard to push the envelope with innovative programming, community collaborations and educational outreach.

A grant award from the Institute of Museum and Library Services and The Grainger Foundation enabled us to hire a Registrar to assist with cataloging and digitizing our growing collections.

Learn the details about our impressive year in the following pages. Thank you to the many members, supporters and volunteers who help us realize our vision every day.

Carol Summerfield

If These Walls Could Talk (featured on the cover) was our most highly attended program of 2021. Previous residents, along with the current owners, shared their unique stories of growing up in the historic Clayton Mark House on Lake Road.
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Map Stories and Milestone Travels

Map Stories: The hidden history in the maps of Lake Forest and Lake Bluff provided the public with an exciting and rare opportunity to see 19th and 20th century maps from our extensive collection—from hand-drawn maps of the early village to road maps.

Digital versions of each exhibit can be found on our website.

Milestone Travels: Leaving Home to Find Yourself told stories of adventure travels, spiritual journeys, The Grand Tour, educational experiences and ancestral pursuits by local residents past and present. The exhibit was built in partnership with several nationally renowned historians and scholars who write extensively on travel history.
A combination of virtual and in-person programs kept members engaged while also growing our audience.

The pandemic shutdown didn’t stop us from holding our annual Trivia Night! We also presented virtual programs on Lake Forest during the 1918 Influenza Pandemic, The History of Vaccines and several other topics of local and national interest. The program that drew the largest online audience was "If These Walls Could Talk," a history of the Clayton Mark House on Lake Road.

**VIRTUAL TRIVIA NIGHT 1/29**

**HISTORY OF VACCINES 3/4**

**WORLD OF JULIETTE KINZIE 3/11**

**LAKE FOREST IN THE FLU'S "GRIPPE" 3/18**

**CIVIL RIGHTS TRAIL BOOK 4/8**

**LINCOLNOMICS 4/22**

**IF THESE WALLS COULD TALK 4/29**

**TEEING OFF WITH FRED JACKSON: HISTORY OF DEERPATH GOLF COURSE 5/13**
What people are saying . . .
Program & Exhibit Feedback

FROM SUSAN BENJAMIN:
So interesting, especially given today. It does give us a different perspective. The lesson seems to be that masks, what we are calling social distancing (aka hibernation) seems to work. Staying out of crowds. Made even better if a huge percentage of the population gets vaccinated. Fingers crossed. Really good program. Thanks, Laurie!

FROM SYLVIA NEUMANN:
Great Zoom program on the 1918 Pandemic. I watched the PBS program on the same topic last week but I learned so much more from Laurie’s webinar!
Hope you will continue with Zoom programs after we recover from Covid....

FROM KATE MURSAU:
You did a wonderful job with your research and presentation tonight! This is so fascinating to me. My friend, Lisa Goldfayn, loved it too. She is becoming a big fan of the History Center.

FROM JEAN KIRKELEIT-DAVIS:
This was a fascinating program. Thanks to you and your colleagues for making it happen!

FROM LIZ LEUTWILER:
I love these presentations! Well done, History Center.

FROM DAVID MATTOON:
The new maps exhibit is excellent and sheds light on the history of McKinley Road.

TINA STRAUSS:
You can learn so much from maps!
What people are saying . . .
"If These Walls Could Talk"
program feedback

This presentation was AMAZING!!! My husband and I walk and/or bike past this property about 4-5 times a week. We have been watching the current construction and wondering about the plywood arches in the south porch for the 2 yrs we have lived in this town. NOW, we understand!!! So fascinating and wonderful for all the various family members and the current owners to share the stories and the current plans. We LOVE our History Center!!!! You and your team do an incredible job...esp during a pandemic!! Hip Hip Hoorah to you and the team!!! ~ Jean Kirkeleit-Davis

A wonderful program that brought back so many memories as my sister was married to an Isham and we spent Christmas Eve there! ~ Calvine Bowen

What a fantastic program!! Thanks to everyone for all the time and effort it took to bring this program to life. When we first started brainstorming ideas, I knew this had great potential. Tonight exceeded my expectations. It really was a warm, intimate look at the house and the families. Storytelling at its best! Congratulations to all! ~ Jan MacDougal

Great program! The house and the story of Clayton Mark were terrific but connecting all the people was wonderful. Well done! ~ Tina Strauss
Map-related programming and more

To supplement our Maps Exhibit, a wide range of map-related programming was offered during the summer and fall. Little Historians, a children’s history program with Lake Forest Library, introduced several young families to the History Center.

**From City Hall to the Newberry: The Journey of the 1857 Map** 6/10

**Planning and Envisioning the Land with Art Miller** 6/24

**CYC Race to Mackinaw Then & Now** 7/8

**Tour of the Gardens of 900 & Elawa Farm** 7/15

**A Passion for Maps: Intro to the MacLean Collection** 7/22

**What’s in a Name: The Origin of Place Names** 7/29

**Mapping the Great Lakes with Christopher Morris** 8/13
Travel-related programming and more

Fall kicked off with an exclusive tour of the Deromedis’ Mayflower Ravine Restoration. Local Legends drew a big crowd with Susan Garrett as our honoree and The Milestone Travels Exhibit opened in November with travel-related programming running through the end of the year.

Tour of the Mayflower Ravine at the Deromedis’ 9/12

The Great Chicago Fire with Carl Smith 9/30

Local Legends 10/7

Blocks, Plates and Stones: How Maps are Made with AJ Reading 10/14

History of the LFLB Running Club 10/28

Milestone Travels Exhibit Opening Panel Discussion 11/12

The Happy Invention: Picture Postcards 11/18

Pilgrimage with Dennis Cremin 12/16

$7,050

In-person and Zoom programming raised $7,050 in registration fees and donations

1227*

Total number of program and tour registrations

*The actual number of people attending our programs is larger due to Zoom programs where any number of people may have watched together with the person who registered.
OUTDOOR TOURS

A series of docent-led walking tours from Spring thru Fall gave people the opportunity to enjoy history outdoors.

Throughout the year our fabulous docents led walking and biking tours of local, historical places of interest. Three self-guided walking tours of local history were also made available.

HISTORY ON THE MOVE!

- LASKER ESTATE TOUR OF ESTATE LANE
- TOUR OF TRIANGLE PARK NEIGHBORHOOD
- TOUR OF HISTORIC MARKET SQUARE
- LAKE FOREST CEMETERY TOUR
- LAKE FOREST HISTORY BY BIKE
- NORTH SHORE INTERURBAN BY BIKE

SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOURS: The Houses of Lake Road, The Witness Trees of Lake Forest, and Melody Farm

HISTORY ON THE MOVE!

$6,960

A combination of History on the Move docent-led tours, and our Crab Tree Farm and Gardens at 900 tours raised just under $7K.
Monthly social media themes highlighted our exhibits and collection, helping to driving people to our website to explore the museum online.
Hundreds of research requests were handled remotely and by appointment. A Registrar was hired to assist the Curator with managing the collection.

Research ramped up in March! We received several requests for photos, including for featured displays in a new restaurant and a redesigned condo lobby. We connected a genealogy researcher whose grandfather was on staff at Dicksfield Farm with the Dick family. And house research continued to be popular, with inquiries centering on the Cerny collection, the Schweppes estate, and several other homes, one for a profile in Chicago magazine.

A Note from Colin Guido, Registrar

I studied History at DePaul University in Chicago. As I’ve always had a passion for the subject and an interest in my hometown of Lake Bluff, I was incredibly excited at the prospect of being able to combine both areas of my life at the History Center of Lake Forest–Lake Bluff.

As registrar, I’m in charge of cataloguing and digitizing all of our collections so that our museum can move more smoothly into the future.
Several interesting items were accessioned to our collection.

A few items of particular note included:

- Collection of Lake Forest/Lake Bluff residence photographs, 1970s-1990s, donated by Ray Piper
- “Old Forester” World War II society newsletter, donated by Katherine Opat
- Travel Journal of Clara Herrick, 1898, donated by Mary Carton Gregory
- 1957 Map of Lake Forest, donated by Ted Moorman
- Estate Guestbook, 1930-1941, donated by Diana Sherry Miller
- Scrapbooks and photograph albums donated by the Auxiliary of the Infant Welfare Society of Chicago
Partnering with LFHS World Civ Class and Planning for future collaborations

One of the most significant educational initiatives in 2021 was partnering on the 1918 Influenza Project with Kelly McKee’s World Civ class.

- The History Center has enjoyed a fruitful collaboration with Kelly McKee’s World Civ 2 classes over the past few years. With field trips to the History Center on hold, our Curator was delighted to put together a project of such immediate significance for the class. It was striking to witness the students connect the dots between the 1918 influenza pandemic and what we face today. They were so engaged as we traced, through primary source documents and images, how Lake Foresters of 1918 faced school closures, event cancellations, mask-wearing and cough-covering informational campaigns, and the loss of loved ones - all while also making additional sacrifices to support troops and nurses overseas in World War I.

- The framing of this project really illuminated for the students that they are "living history" as well. The primary sources that the students create about their own experiences during the Covid-19 pandemic will be such an invaluable addition to the History Center archival collection - and a fruitful resource for future students delving into our local history.

The History Center also provided research support for a Lake Forest Landmarks project with the LFHS World Civ class.

And, lastly, the History Center staff organized and led a series of History Educators Roundtable discussions with teachers from area schools to help guide future planning for educational collaborations.
The museum campus received a much-needed technology upgrade

A big technology boost enabled the museum to enhance our visitor and researcher experience with upgraded wifi and improved audio/visual for in-person programming.

Sponsorships from Maddie Dugan, Sabina Ewing, and Tom Hunter covered the costs of rewiring the cables through the building, upgrading the wifi bandwidth, and integrating the research center and the main museum building into one comprehensive system.

Virtual visitors also benefitted from the upgrades with enhanced viewing of our digital marketing communications and a more streamlined website experience.
Members enjoyed exclusive perks

2021 was the year to Go Places with a History Center membership!
A new partnership with the Museum Travel Alliance gave members access to exclusive, world-class travel opportunities.

The Museum Travel Alliance (MTA) is a consortium of museums whose members and supporters are passionate about cultural travel. The MTA offers access to a curated selection of privileged travel opportunities to member museums, led by renowned curators and scholars.

MORE PERKS!

- Gold, Platinum and Titanium members had the opportunity to lunch with Executive Director, to hear about upcoming initiatives and to give their input and suggestions.

- Member orientations gave all members a behind-the-scenes peek at the archives and afforded them the opportunity to meet the staff and ask questions about exhibits and day-to-day museum activities.

- Members were also invited to attend special docent-led, small group tours of each exhibit.

New History Center corporate memberships provide businesses with added value and special gift memberships for clients, patrons, or staff.
Local Legends
Signature Event Raised
$69,678

The History Center was delighted to celebrate the Honorable Susan Garrett as our 2021 Local Legend. Interviewed by NBC 5 political editor and award-winning journalist Carol Marin, Susan was the twelfth Legend to receive this prestigious honor.

Members, friends, colleagues and family came to congratulate Susan and learn more about her life as a State Senator and longtime Lake Forest resident. Out-of-town guests had the opportunity to send the honoree a video message to play that evening, or submit a personal note for inclusion in a keepsake book, in lieu of being able to congratulate her in person.
2021 LOCAL LEGENDS:
HONORING SUSAN GARRETT

TITLE SPONSOR
Anonymous

$5,000 SPONSOR
Anonymous
Tom and Maxine Hunter
Anne Hunting and Ari Mintz
The John & Kathleen Schreiber Foundation

$2,500 SPONSOR
Prue and Frank Beidler

$1,000 SPONSOR
Anonymous
Lidia Devonshire
Maddie Dugan
Gay and Otto Georgi
The Hale Family
Mariani Landscape
Diana and David Moore
Julie Morrison
Diane Quinn
The Honorable Elizabeth Rochford-Striedl
Richard and Elaine Tinberg
Pam and David Waud
$500 SPONSOR
Anne Bent
Nancy Bock on behalf of Erie Family Health
Charlie and Calvin Bowen
Denise A. Bunning
Mrs. Francesca Connell
Mr. Liam Connell
Kathy and Jim Dasso
Joan DePree
Pam and Dave Henkel
Gene Hotchkiss
Frederick & Jeanne Jackson
Lake Forest Lake Bluff Democrats
Rob and Kitty Lansing
James and Marilyn Lovell
Toni and Dave Mathis
John and Mary Ormsby
Allison and Thomas Pasquesi
Mrs. Marian Phelps Pawlick
Mary and Bob Shaw
Nancy and Adrian Smith
Dr. Barbara O. Taylor
Tom and Nancy Thomson

SUPPORTERS
Jackson D. Brown
Sandra and Thomas Hart
Linda Hinde
R. Ann Jones
Bob and Karol Karlblom
Barbara and Anthony Kesman
Julia Fiske Parker and James Parker
Anne and Ron Taylor
Kathleen Wawrzyn
Anonymous

$69,678
TOTAL RAISED BY THE EVENT
GRANTS AWARDED

Total Grant Income
$121,500

$20,000 and above
Hunter Family Foundation
The Buchanan Family Foundation

$10,000-$19,999
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)
Mason Family Foundation
The Grainger Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
Butler Family Foundation

$1,000-$4,999
Dick Family Foundation
Harold M. & Adeline S. Morrison Family Foundation
Illinois Humanities
The Searle Family Foundation
Woodward Family Foundation
Thank you to the estate of Ronald Boardman for his gift to the History Center. Please consider joining Mr. Boardman and include the History Center in your estate plans.

One of the most meaningful benefits you will find in becoming part of the History Center’s Chanticleer Circle is the fellowship you will share with like-minded benefactors, who know their gifts will ensure that our community’s history will endure for future generations to learn from.

If you are ready to make a planned gift, please contact our Director of Development, Lisa Frey, at lfrey@lfbhistory or 847.234.5253.
Program Sponsors

The following donors made a gift to the History Center between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021. Every effort was made to list the names of all donors. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, please contact Lisa Frey at 847-234-5253 or lfrey@lflbhistory.org.

Sponsors

**Maddie Dugan:** Zoom Programming

**Reuland & Turnbough Funerals, Cremations and Burials:** Walking and Biking Tour

**Lake Forest Open Lands:** Mapping the Great Lakes

**The Sheridan at Green Oaks:** Pilgrimage as Transformative Travel

---

**Madeleine B. Dugan**
Annual Appeal

The following donors made a gift to the History Center between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021. Every effort was made to list the names of all donors. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, please contact Lisa Frey at 847.234.5253 or lfrey@lflbhistory.org

Gifts of $5,000 and above
Kay Butler
Jean Greene
Marian Phelps Pawlick
Ellen and Tom Walvoord

Gifts of $4,999- $1,000
Kristin Brennan
Paula Berghorn Polito
Michele and Roger Burgis
Wyn and David Cain
Budge Collings
Sandra and Roger Deromedi
Sue Dixon
Madeleine Dugan
Molly and David Forlow
Eileen and David Fleming
Phillipe Hans
Anne Hunting and Ari Mintz
Paula and John Lillard
David Mattoon
Nancy and Richard Thomson, Jr.
Cheryl and James Redmond

Gifts of $4,999- $1,000 cont.
Judith and James Reid-Anderson
Daphne and William H. Schumann III
Marion Searle
Lucinda and Thomas Sheffield
Maureen and E.B. Smith, Jr.
Ellen and James Stirling
Robin and Alexander Stuart
Jacqueline and Frederick Wacker III
Georgia and Henry West

$85,531
TOTAL ANNUAL FUND GIVING
Annual Appeal

The following donors made a gift to the History Center between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021. Every effort was made to list the names of all donors. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, please contact Lisa Frey at 847.234.5253 or lfrey@lflbhistory.org

**Gifts of $999-500**
Robert Banks
Ann and Stephen Bartram
C. Carrol
Arthur Fiocco
Lee Francis
Gay and Otto Georgi
Mary Frances Greene and Robert Marshall
Katherine and Timothy Hale
Pamela and David Henkel
Freida Jacobs and Frederic Klein
Susan and Tom Kearney
Russell Kelley
Kathryn and Robert Lansing
Marilyn and James Lovell
Gina and Martin McFadden
Mary and Robert Pasquesi
Sandra Stitzlein
Keith Turner
Joy and Jim Utts
Mary and Tom Wells
DONOR ROLL CALL

Annual Appeal

The following donors made a gift to the History Center between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021. Every effort was made to list the names of all donors. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, please contact Lisa Frey at 847.234.5253 or lfrey@lflbhistory.org.

Gifts of $499-$250

Nancy and Michael Adelman
Prue and Francis Beidler
Carol and Robert Binkley
Peter Carney
Madeleine Dugan
Mary Dwyer and James Ahr
Sabina and Derby Ewing
Sharon and William Feather
Geraldine Ford
Kip Helverson and Trey Gonzales
George Holstein
Nancy and John Johnson
Thomas Keim
Cathie and Jim Leider
Jane and Richard Lipton
Howard Love
Jillian and Alan Lowe
Laura and Geoffrey Luce
Gail and Ryan McKendrick
Sylvia Neumann
Herbert Prochnow

Pamela and William Russell
Peter Seaman
Mary and William Shepherd
Kathy Sparrenberger
Kathleen Trulson
Phoebe and Arthur Turner
Chris Werwicki
Lisa Wolfe-DiGanci and Mark DiGanci
Eliza and Todd Woloson
Charenton Zelov Drake
Annual Appeal

Gifts of $249-$100
Carol Bagan
Sue and David Barkhausen
Anna and Stephen Bartram
Phyllis Beattie
Paul Bergmann
Elizabeth Brown
Jackson Brown
Sally and Bob Bullard
Wyn and David Cain
Kathleen and Ford Campbell III
Anne Carolton
Marina Carney Puryear and Jim Puryear
Kathleen Carpenter and Jack Gould
Marion and Roger Christoph
Katherine Clow Opat
Gary Cohen
Kathryn Cole
Margaret and Timothy Coleman
Carole and Ronald DeBruin
Joan DePree
Sylvia and Joseph Dunbeck
Aileen and Michael Ellis
Lorraine Freedman
Neelie Fritz
Patricia Gambit
Ann and Thomas Grant
Mary Frances Greene and Robert Marshall
Janice and Brad Hack
Gerry Hart
Jane Hodges
Anne and Stan Hooker
Jeanne and Frederick Jackson
Susan Ipsen
Margie and Thomas Juedes
R. Ann Jones
Diane and Byron Karzas
Alison and Kurt Kohlmeyer
Helen Kohr
Laura and Richard Kosmerl
Patricia Kosmerl
Lura and Scott Lackie
Kathryn and Robert Lansing
Marlene and Tom Lesko
Regina and Andrew Lind
Harriet Lovejoy
Constance and William Maines
Alex Mann
Mary McWilliams
Susan Michaelis
Diana Miller
Melinda and David Mooney
Katharine and James Morris
Annual Appeal

Gifts of $249-$100 cont.
Jennifer and Kraig Moreland
Kate and Chris Mursau
Lawrence Neal
Carla Neuschel Wyckoff
Stephanie and Robert Nickerson
Michael O’Connell
Kate Olney
Marian Pearcy and Peter Jones
Lynn and John Preschlack
Robin and Timm Reynolds
Theodore Roberts
Carole and John Sandner
Deborah and Mark Saran
Katherine Saville
Stephanie and Gerald Schneider
Stephanie Schumann
Frank Sibley
Marion and Roger Sloan
Leslie and Peter Smith
Nancy and Lawrence Stack
George Stone
Carole Stroh
Dana and John Strothman
Ann and Ron Taylor
Marilyn and Dominic Turchi
Pamela and David Waud
Amy and David Webb
Diana and Chris Webb
Jill and Brian Weston
Maria and Robert Westropp
Kris and Stanley Wilson
Bart and Carol Woloson
Arthur Wood, Jr.
Patricia and Richard Wood
Sonya Wolsey-Paige
DONOR ROLL CALL

Annual Appeal

Gifts of $99 and below
Susan Benjamin
Barbara Buck
Abbe Burke
Kathleen and Douglas Cassidy
Nancy and Philip Castagnet
Lawrence Crone
Michael Dau
Carol and Richard Day, Jr.
Matthew Delsander
Jennifer Durot
William Emma
Kathleen Fedrow
Lisa Frey and Christopher Dalton
Jacklyn Gorter
Elizabeth Hanson
Elizabeth Hitchcock
Donna Kissel
Cynthia and Alvin Kruse
Linda Liang
Sara Mahler
Wendy McKieman
Janet and Arthur Miller
Steven Monz

Alice and Robert Moulton-Ely
Diane Newman
Ellen and Bernard Peter
Marielena Radecki
Patricia Rafferty Finn
Michael Reidy
Anne Roberts
Dianne Siekmann
Howard Simpson
Cobi Stein
Cynthia Wajda
Richard Wilde
Theresia and Lloyd Yakes
MEMBERSHIP ROSTER

Welcome Members!

Titanium Level ($1,000)
Maxine and Thomas Hunter III
Tscharner and Thomas Hunter IV
Jillian and Alan Lowe
Daphne and William Schumann
Nancy and Richard Thomson, Jr.
William Vance
Pamela and David Waud

Platinium Level ($500)
Edith and Patrick Ahern
Megan and John Anderson
Beverly and Ralph Behrens
Winnie and Robert Crawford
Kathy and James Dasso
Madeleine Dugan
Gay and Otto Georgi
Nancy and Kent Novit
Mary and John Ormsby
Paula Berghorn Polito
William Rutledge
Susan and Roger Stone
Lisa Wolfe-DiGanci and Mark Diganci

262 TOTAL MEMBERSHIPS
Welcome Members!

Gold Level ($250)
Megan and Steven Barnhart
Donna and Howard Bass
Calvine and Charles Bowen
Michele and Roger Buris
Joan DePree
Amalia and Thomas Digan
Eileen and Scott Fleming
Katherine and Timothy Hale
Jeanne and Frederick Jackson
Greg Kayser
Kristin and David Keenan
Betty and John Kozak
Laura and Geoffrey Luce
Barbara Reidy
William Robinson
Stephena Romanoff
Pamela and William Russell
Mary and Robert Shaw
Nancy and Adrian Smith
Elizabeth Teich
Maria and Robert Westropp

$37,612
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP INCOME
Welcome Members!

Silver Level ($125)
Jo Ann and William Avellone
Julie and Pat Barry
Trish and Paul Benda
Susan and Wayne Benjamin
Ellie and Basil Borders
Richard Chapman
Marion and Roger Christoph
Dennis Cremin
Mariclaire and Lowell Dixon
Mary and Daniel Dolan, Jr.
Shanise and Curtis Evans
Thomas Gorman and William Zwecker
Ann and Tom Grant
Mary Frances Greene and Robert Marshall
Maureen and David Grinnell
Pamela and David Henkel
Anne Hunting and Ari Mintz
Beth and Richard Jones
R. Ann Jones
Sharon Jorgensen-Nudel and Barry Nudel
Marlene and Tom Lesko
Diane and William Lloyd
Nini and Michael Lustig
Lori and Donald Lynch
Margaret and Tighe Magnuson
Alex Mann
Jennifer McGregor
Leslie McNicholas
Barbara and Adam Moore
Anne Morgan
Mimi and Robert Murley
Kate and Chris Mursau
Marian Pearcy
Sandra Riggs
Katherine Saville
Joan and Kevin Shannahan
Pamela and Thomas Sheffield, Jr.
Patricia Shuma
Frank Sibley
Paul Snow
Carol Summerfield
Pauline Summerfield
Anne and Ronald Taylor
Marilyn and Dominic Turchi
William Valters
Anne Vanderbilt
Cassandra and Jim Vermillion
John Walker
Barbara and James Walsh
Gina Zisook
Welcome Members!

**Family Level ($75)**
- Jane and Robert Alfe
- Cathy Alland
- Marjorie and James Armstrong
- Lydia and Gus Backer
- Dede and Robert Banks
- Jodi Barke and Vincent Flannery
- Sharon and James Borg
- Kate Buckardt
- Sylvia Cardenas
- Marion Cartwright
- Stephen Carver
- Diane and Michael Conklin
- Sally and Thomas Coyle
- Jo Ann and Terry Desmond
- Jane and Edward Detgen
- Suzanne and Robert Douglass
- Sylvia and Joseph Dunbeck
- Monty Edson
- Diane Gregg
- Nancy and Edward Hamming
- Meredith and James Hayes
- Eva Heilman and Steve Hill
- Rita Hoke
- Judy and William Inglese
- Karen and James Jacobson
- Gordon Jennings
- Janie and Richard Jerch
- Thomas Juedes
- Jeanne and James Kennedy
- Nancy Klein
- Laura and Richard Kosmerl
- Beth and Allen Laufenberg
- Soia and Ronald Levitsky
- Sarah and Todd Lohr
- Elizabeth and John MacDonald
- Nancy and Terence Mieling
- Janet and Arthur Miller
- Alice and Robert Moulton-Ely
- Dawn Neal
- Sylvia Neumann
- Sherri Nichols
- Lynn and Clayton Pruitt
- Linda and Bob Quigley
- Marielena Radecki
- Pamela Seccombe
- Dana Spehlmann
- Gridley and Pony Swanton
- Amanda Szwast
- Laura Torosian
- Elizabeth Wheatley
- Barbara and Alain Wood-Prince
MEMBERSHIP ROSTER

Welcome Members!

**Individual ($50)**
- Carol Behr
- Carol Bubala
- Marilyn Carolan
- Carol Ann Carter
- Ruth Caruso
- Douglas Cassidy
- Donna Coffin
- Maria Considine
- Nancy Cooley
- Maureen Costello
- Anneleise Crawford
- Patricia Creed Smith
- Diane DiVagno
- Lisa Dworkin
- Erika Eddy
- Claire Esker
- Kathleen Flynn-Barnett
- David Forlow
- Lisa Frey
- Henrietta Gale
- Wendy Giangiorgi
- Harry Giles
- Sean Gilmore
- Carol Haran
- Elizabeth Hitchcock

**Individual ($50)**
- Eugene Hotchkiss III
- Laura Jacobson
- Christine Johnson
- Kennedy Hawxhurst
- Donna Kissel
- Joanna Lewinska
- Susan Lovell
- Mary Ellen McGoe
- Eleanor McMurrin
- Susan Michaelis
- John Mitchell
- Virginia Munson
- McTier
- Leslie Newman
- Lynda O’Connor
- Riley O’Neil
- Dammerick Perry
- Ellen Peter
- James Phelps
- Elizabeth Pierret
- Renee Preston
- Patricia Pulsifer
- Ted Rojahn
- Laurie Rose
- Gwen Sommers Yant

**Individual ($50)**
- Cobi Stein
- Juliet Stein-Davies
- Penny Strang
- Sandra Stringer
- Carole Stroh
- Jeffrey Swinson
- Elizabeth B. Taylor
- Marsha Temple
- Diane Citrin Thatcher
- Kathleen Van Ella
- Amy Vaughn
- Don Verbeke
- Linda Volino
- Nancy Volino Castagnet
- Margaret Walker
- Anne Wamke
- Kay Wawrzyn
- Chris Werwicki
- Mariam Westin

**Corporate**
- Kiddles, Inc.
- Price Insurance
Thank you to all who supported our programs!
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Cathy Alland
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Mary Andrews Karen Arendes
Marjorie and James Armstrong
Susan and Basil Athenson
Brunhild Baass
Lydia and Gus Backer
Sue and David Barkhausen
Phyllis Beattle
Beverly and Ralph Behrens
Trish and Paul Benda
Susan and Wayne Benjamin
Sue Bergen
Carolyn Bevan
Kavita Bharat
Cindy Bingley
Pamela Bird
Sharon and James Borg
Calvine and Charles Bowen
Kate Buckardt
Michele Burgis
Abbe Burke
Wyn and David Cain
Sylvia and George Cardenas
Marina Carney Puryear and Jim Puryear
Marilyn Carolan
Patty Carollo
Kathleen Carpenter and Jack Gould
Carol Ann Carter
Marion and Gene Cartwright
Richard Chapman
Matthew Chapman
Marion and Roger Christoph
Diane Citrin Thatcher
Donna Coffin
Gary Cohen
Dorothea Coldwell
Francesca and William Connell
Maria Considine
Maureen Costello
Elizabeth Covington
Sally and Tom Coyle
John Cramer
Maria Cronin
Anita Cukier
Thank you to all who supported our programs!

Cont.
Janet and Scott Cummings
Steven Cunningham
Diane Czerwinski
Kathy and James Dasso
Steven Dauer and Family
Francisco De Ycaza
Paula Deming
Sandra and Roger Deromedi
Brenda and John Dick
Amalia and Thomas Digen
Dick Dragiewicz
Madeleine Dugan
Lisa Dworkin
Monty Edson
Kay Ellwein
Denise and Bruce Ertell
Helen Fandrei
Sharon and William Feather
Karla Finley
Eileen and David Fleming
David and Molly Forlow
Mary and Charles Forness
Mary and Tim Funk
Henrietta Gale
Jessica Gardner
Kathleen Garness
Susan and Scott Garrett
Karena Garriques
Gay and Otto Georgi
Wendy Giangiori
Sean Gilmore
Meg Glazer
Alice and Renard Goltra
Barbara Gosh
Ann and Thomas Grant
Julie and Henry Greene
Mary Frances Greene and Robert Marshall
Maxwell and Jim Gregory
Idona and Harry Griffith
Maureen and David Grinnell
Michelle Gura
Lynn Haiisma
Katherine and Timothy Hale
Christine and Michael Halverson
Nancy and Edward Hamming
Laura Hansen
Carol Haran
Thank you to all who supported our programs!

Cont.
Daniel Hartman
Mary Ann Hartnett
Eva Heilman and Steve Hill
Pamela and David Henkel
Beth Herchenbach
Elizabeth Hitchcock
Alex Hodges
Rita Hoke
Sarah Hollinger
Rita Holmes
Jennifer Hughes
Tscharner and Thomas Hunter III
Judy and Bill Inglese
Susan Ipsen
Jacquelyn James
Scot Javore
Gordon Jennings
Barbara Jensen
Janie and Richard Jerch
Nancy and John Johnson
Beth and Richard Jones
R. Ann Jones
Thomas Keim
Joan Kelly
Lois and Daniel Kelly
Linda Kennett
Jean Kirkeleit-Davis
Donna Kissel
Nancy Klein
Laura and Richard Kosmerl
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**History Center Board Members**
Several board members took on special projects in addition to their board roles including everything from presenting programs and serving as docents, to assisting with scanning photos and transcribing archives. We owe them a special debt of gratitude for their hard work and dedication to helping us achieve our vision.
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